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BOARD-GAMES
BORED-GAMES is a project as well as a company of its own kind. A
company with the unique and broad aim of featuring the first NFT
board game brand all over the globe.
The basic idea behind BORED-GAMES is to merge board games with
NFTs and Art. The NFT and crypto world is full of shady people trying to
earn money quickly and possibly scamming investors in the process.
This is, for sure, not our plan. Our goal is to always give something back
to the community. That is the reason why we focus on these essential
points:
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A Good Idea
BORED-GAMES is everything. But it is not BORED! BORED-GAMES wants
to be the leading board game company in the NFT universe. The idea
is to reward the NFT holder with a unique NFT board game. Not only a
giveaway. Everyone who mints just 1 NFT will get a physical board
game shipped to their home. This is how we want to bring value to the
project. Of course you can collect, trade, flip, or sell our NFT on the ETH
blockchain like every other NFT asset. Unique and fresh (re)designed
games as tabletop and online games will round out the project's
profile.
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No Copycat & Nice Arts
Many copycat projects are released on various blockchains, and even
the content is just copy-pasted. This is not our intention. BOREDGAMES is supposed to be an NFT project company as well as a friendly
place where people want to spend their time. We won’t focus on any
price predictions after the NFT gets released. What we want in the first
place is to deliver good products and meet our timelines. Instead of
over-promising we want to give something back to the community,
which is more than just another NFT. We will make a unique style that
will BORED-GAMES instantly recognizable. Uniqueness is essential in
the NFT space. Unique and creative ideas will always do better in the
long run to keep the attention of the NFT community as a whole.
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Affordable Price
Creating 10.000 physical board games and shipping them to any
place in the world is neither an easy nor a cheap task. We want to
work as environmentally friendly as possible, and that is why we will
not outsource our factoring to Asia or China, but we will do it in Europe
to keep our logistics as close as possible.

Ecological Stamp
Our products should not have any useless plastic, high-quality wood
will be used as much as possible.

Mint Price
0.15 ETH is the cost for 1 NFT. Whitelist is open for everyone - The first
2000 addresses will be able to mint 1 NFT for 0.10 ETH.

Charity 5%

Marketing 30%
Factoring the boad game 20%
Ebit 45%
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Roadmap
Q1 2022

-Whitelist Open
-Premint in March (TBA)
-Mint one week after

-Shipping

of

physical

board

Q2 2022

games to each owner
-Special Drop for all holders
-Giveaways & Contests
-Collabs

-Drop #2 Bored-Game

Q3 & Q4

-Entering the Metaverse

2022

-Release of First Mobile Game
-Roadmap Update
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Community
Community is everything! What we want is to avoid any unnecessary
grind. People should have a good time chatting with us. We want to
have frequent voice chats and discuss future products with our
community. Users are not bound or forced to chat – the Whitelist is
open for everyone.
Let’s all collaborate to build card/board games of a new kind. People
worldwide who like our vision can participate and vote on upcoming
games, gameplays, etc. Giveaways, raffles, and polls will bring some
tangible value and enthusiasm to the project.
As already mentioned, the first step will be to give each supporter of
our first mint an actual board game into their hands. Right after, we
will focus on new offline, mobile and online tabletop games.
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Who is Behind the Project?
You can call me Chris. I live in Vienna and am a cartoonist in the NFT
space, I am minting NFTs since 2020. I always liked to draw comics
and cartoons in my free time. Once I heard that it is possible to show
off your art on the blockchain I started with a couple of short
animations and people really seemed to enjoy it.

Since then, I have been in this space for a couple of years, I have met
many new friends and very nice people. Unfortunately, my partners
from the past were not the best, so I started this project as a oneman-army supported by my girlfriend as well as my family and
friends, who will mainly help me pack all the board games.
Trust is important in the NFT space, and I am here to answer all your
questions. Our idea is to get out of our 8-5 job and be independent.
That’ s why we want to involve you - the community. You decide where
the road will go.
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Drop # 1
➢ Name: Fatboys
➢ Total amount: 10.000 NFTs
➢ Blockchain: Ethereum
➢ Market: Opensea & LooksRare
➢ Traits: +90
➢ Each Fatboy qualifies for a board game

Board Game # 1
➢ Name: Become the next NFT whale!
➢ Players: 2-8
➢ About: Collect as many NFTs as possible. People who land on
your NFTs need to pay penalties. Upgrade your NFTs to be bluechip and get the biggest amount of ETH. But don’t get hacked!
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Future Goals
Besides the strategic vision and goals mentioned in the roadmap,
there are few plans for where BORED-GAMES will go in long run. First of
all, we want to enter the Metaverse at the appropriate time. The goal
is to work on a platform where people can play together online or
offline. Besides this, there is also a plan to create a VR board game
where people can play with their own unique avatar and a
personalized mobile game. These are some of the long-term visions
we have in mind right now.

Collaboration
Collaborations enhance the way a team solves problems, resulting in
more innovation, more efficient procedures as well as better
communication within the team. That’s why we want to collaborate
with other serious PFP projects which are sharing our vision. Our goal
is bringing value to our products, our community and of course our
collaborators. Expect frequent raffles, community meetings and
collaborations with other partners. We are also on the lookout for new
artists who wants to work with us on future board games.
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